
 

 

 

 

 
 

Dr FoerstDr Foerst   is not in the least bit modest.  In fact he’s not in the least bit hesitant in pointing out his achievements.  In his  is not in the least bit modest.  In fact he’s not in the least bit hesitant in pointing out his achievements.  In his 
case though, this is fair enough, because to date, few people outside his own Country have bothered to do so.   case though, this is fair enough, because to date, few people outside his own Country have bothered to do so.   

Do not, however, mistake this confidence with arrDo not, however, mistake this confidence with arroogance.  He was born in West Germany, and as is the culture there, he has been incredibly gance.  He was born in West Germany, and as is the culture there, he has been incredibly 
hard working (and anal and precise) in his career.  His Engineering career path is detailed on his website, but it would suffichard working (and anal and precise) in his career.  His Engineering career path is detailed on his website, but it would suffice to say he e to say he 
loves to play jazz music, loves fast cars and sports.  He’s an achiever.  He is a perfectionist.  He is an honest to goodness dloves to play jazz music, loves fast cars and sports.  He’s an achiever.  He is a perfectionist.  He is an honest to goodness decent chap ecent chap 
whose skills and heart, were and still are embedded in simulation and training simulators.  In an effort to highlight a thorougwhose skills and heart, were and still are embedded in simulation and training simulators.  In an effort to highlight a thoroughly important hly important 
point…here’s a whole new paragraph to tell you this:  Dr Foerst’s variety of N games were bursting through and through with prepoint…here’s a whole new paragraph to tell you this:  Dr Foerst’s variety of N games were bursting through and through with previously viously 
unseen, innovative ideas.   He was WAY ahead of his time.  Once more for effect…he was way ahead.unseen, innovative ideas.   He was WAY ahead of his time.  Once more for effect…he was way ahead.  

Supplied by a customer, this car was given the 

‘Foerst’ treatment as were many other actual cars 

during his career. 


